Finite Games
this is more or less why Kakutani's fixed point theorem was invented:
An upper hemi-continuous (UHC) convex valued correspondence " from a convex subset N 4 } to itself has a fixed point
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Proof: Let I " T be the set of best responses of I to I T convex valued: convex combinations of a best response is a best response. Specifically, since you must be indifferent between all pure strategies played with positive probability, the best response set is the set of all convex combinations of the pure strategies that are best responses.
. This means for some e I T that e 
Do Better People Make a Better Society?
"If we were all better people the world would be a better place" may seem to you to be self-evidently true involves the fallacy of composition: just because a statement applies to each individual person it need not apply to the group ¾ randomizing between proud and confess: so is worse than proudproud ¾ strictly mixed: gives each player 23.1, better than both confessing for certain, still less good than unique equilibrium of the Pride Game.
¾ conclusion: in this example better people make the world an unambiguously worse place
Practical Aspects
The game is contrived to make a point ¾ more altruistic would choose to forgive and forget more criminal behavior 
